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Innovation allows you to go after (and open) new markets and
develop connected networks of hundreds, rather than transactional
relationships of a few. But innovation also creates value internally.

Innovating across the business
New technology makes doing business easier and more predictable,
but this still relies on the support of your staff. And so, helping them
perform their roles more efficiently also plays an important part of
your innovation approach. So what tools are at your disposal?
Low-Code No-Code innovations such as Power Automate provide
templates which help automate necessarily repetitive tasks. Time is
then freed up for workers to add value in ways more fitting of their
skills.
Similarly, apps and services such as Power Apps give manufacturers
quick access to innovation without the cost. For example, apps which
improve the speed of communication with customers and suppliers.
Documents such as bills of lading and certificates of conformance
come into Outlook, they’re posted into SharePoint automatically,
picked up by Microsoft Dynamics 365 and sent to a supplier. With
a connected network, and a platform everyone can use, speed of
collaboration between workers, suppliers and customers becomes
easier and faster.
Innovation helps you improve customer interactions, get more from
your suppliers, and work your internal processes better. But it comes
with a word of caution: change only at a rate staff will support and use
a provider with proven experience to get the most value from your
investments.

Microsoft Dynamics 365 has enabled
manufacturers to increase the number of
meaningful customer interactions across
digital and physical channels and created more
opportunities to sell well as a result.

What next?
Agility and speed offer a competitive advantage
for today’s manufacturer. To discover how HSO
can help you combine data and systems to
run sales and marketing activities that deliver
results, book your complimentary, no obligation
consultation to understand what Microsoft
Dynamics 365 can do for your organization.
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